
RPS Subcommittee A - Meeting #7
Thursday, December 9 | 6:30-7:00 pm ET
RPS Subcommittee Attendees: Travis Brooks, Laura Lewis, George Mcgonigal, Rob
Gearheart, Mary Orsaio, Tim Little, Harry Smith
CPE Attendees: Josh Young, Lillian Hua, Sarah Tofte

MEETING PURPOSE:
● Solidify meeting cadence and additional December meeting dates

AGENDA & NOTES:
5 min Welcome | All

● Check-in

10 min Housekeeping | All
● Reminder that Call Types: Staffing Levels spreadsheets final decisions are due next

Wednesday, December 15, at 11:59pm EST
○ All data will be copied from the sheets on the morning of Thursday, December

16th, and put into the final iterations of the formulas
● December Meeting Cadence

○ What do we still have to cover?
■ Beat design: Guiding principles (today)
■ Beat design: Analysis

● Layered map of calls for service
■ Shift assignments: Guiding principles
■ Role and impact of LEAD and other programs
■ Review finalized Call Types: Staffing Levels outcomes

● Number of unarmed officers
○ Perhaps beat design might inform unarmed officers’

descriptions
○ Per the when2meet scheduler and regular cadence, the following dates are

available for this subcommittee to meet
■ Monday, 12/13 4:00-6:00pm
■ Tuesday, 12/14 4:00-6:00pm
■ Thursday, 12/16 6:00-7:30pm
■ Monday, 12/20 4:30-6:00pm

○ How many meetings, or how much meeting time, is needed to cover the above?
Which dates will we meet on?

30 min Beat Design: Guiding Principles | All
● See below
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What is a beat?
A beat is the territory that a police officer patrols. Beat policing is based on traditional
policing models developed in the late 19th and early 20th century, and utilizes the close
relationship with the community members within the assigned beat to strengthen police
effectiveness and encourage cooperative efforts to make a safer community.

Ithaca’s Patrol Division (sourced here)
The mission of the Patrol Division is to improve the quality of life in the Ithaca community
while working within the framework of the United States Constitution, New York State
laws, and local Ithaca city codes. Officers assigned to the Patrol Division are proactive
in their approach to helping serve the Ithaca community and work hard to ensure
public safety is not compromised. You will find officers that are active in their assigned
sectors; getting to know employees, business owners, and developing working
relationships with the people in their sector neighborhoods. The Patrol Division responds
to more than 20,000 calls for service each year.

The Patrol Division is the largest and most visible division of the Police Department. It has
3 platoons:

B-Line 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.
C-Line 3 p.m. - 11 p.m.
A-Line 11 p.m. - 7 a.m.

Each platoon consists of 1 Lieutenant, 2 Sergeants, and 12 officers. The patrol officers
are currently assigned to permanent shifts with rotating days off. The city is divided into
4 sectors and 2 walking posts. Officers cover their respective sectors and posts using
cars, bicycles, and foot patrol.

An image of the Ithaca Police Department’s current beat/patrol design can be found

below. A higher-definition PDF can be found here in the shared Subcommittee drive as

well.
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really change things. But we have so many officers out that there is no way people can get out
of their calls and walking beats.

 Agree - what’s on paper does not accurately show who is showing up to work. My
understanding is there has been real displacement of people of color in particular; there used to
be a more spread out population of Black and brown community members, who are now more
concentrated in West Hill. There has been population growth as a whole, but in the central part
of the city, there is more housing being built and correspondingly will have greater population
density, so needs may shift.

  hit the nail with where walking beats would be helpful. Capacity is an
issue but let’s think about this long-term. I do want to get into some ideas about how we can
increase and build relationships between officers and the community. This whole thing falls flat if
we don’t figure that out.
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